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This supplemental material is structured as follows:

In section A, we shortly introduce the meshes used in this sup-
plemental material. Figure 1 demonstrates all eight frames from
the time series visualization (fig. 1 of the main paper) and its corre-
sponding single-frame visualization. Additionally, we provide the
same time series visualization for two further meshes: San Miguel
and the Stanford Bunny. The effects of multiple ray tracer configu-
rations on the Dragon mesh are shown in fig. 2. Compared to fig. 6
of the main paper, we provide a differencing view of the geometry
hit rates between our default configuration and all remaining ones.
Additionally, we provide a visualization of the bare triangle access
rates as well as a merged BVH and geometry visualization. Figure 3
demonstrates these effects using the additional San Miguel mesh.
Section B shortly describes the differences between the Dragon and
San Miguel configuration comparison.

A. Mesh Descriptions

The XYZ RGB Asian Dragon and the Crytek Sponza meshes were
already introduced in section 6.1 of the main paper. Unlike the main
paper, this supplemental material includes two further meshes. San
Miguel by GUILLERMO M. LEAL LLAGUNO is a modeled scene
showing the atrium of a house with varying triangle resolutions.
Similar to the Sponza mesh, we placed the camera inside the house
pointing towards the atrium. The San Miguel mesh contains 10
million triangles. The Stanford Bunny is a small 3D-scanning and
mesh-zippering data set from the Stanford scanning repository to-
taling 69 451 triangles.

B. Configuration Comparison

We briefly describe the differences between the San Miguel mesh
and the Dragon mesh in this section. The first obvious difference
is that the median split (fig. 3b) leads to a less efficient hit rate
compared to the Dragon mesh on both the geometry and the BVH.
This can be explained by the fact that the San Miguel mesh is less
compact, making a static cut on the median less efficient. A second
observation is that BVH hit rates are more descriptive. The median-
split visualization and the visualization of the if-if approach show
more nodes with low hit rates. Compared to the Dragon mesh, we
do not recognize any patterns on the mesh, which can be explained
by extremely low triangle resolutions on flat areas simply blurring
out that effect and the great number of submeshes. The visualiza-
tion of the bare triangle access rate is also more varying on the San
Miguel mesh, which is again caused by its multi-resolution triangle
representation.
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(a) Dragon (global scan)

(b) Dragon (SM-wise scan)

(c) San Miguel

(d) Sponza

(e) Stanford Bunny

Figure 1: Time series visualization on the Dragon with global scanline scheduling (a) and SM-wise scheduling (b), on San Miguel (c), on
Sponza (d), and on the Stanford Bunny (e). The large view on the left-hand side shows the single-frame visualization, whereas the small views
on the right-hand side display the progression over eight time frames.
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Figure 2: Visualizations using the Asian Dragon. This row presents the same zoomed-in region of the geometry L1 hit rate as in the main
paper (g) followed by an difference view (h) that represents the difference between our standard configuration (a) and all other configurations.
Blue colors highlight areas where hit rates are higher, red colors represent areas where hit rates are lower. The color map is included at the
left-hand side of the row. The subsequent two rows (i) (j) present the same for the L2 hit rates. The following line (k) shows the same region
of the BVH L1 hit rate visualization as in the main paper and the next row (l) merged with geometry L1 hit rates. The final row (m) shows
bare triangle access rates.
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Figure 3: Visualizations using the San Miguel mesh. See fig. 2 for a description of the matrix.
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